Safety Concerns
When you take a taxi, you are being driven by a person who has been
screened and trained to drive passengers. At ride hailing companies,
the drivers are not as well trained and are not screened as thoroughly.
At ride hailing companies like Uber and Lyft, drivers are not employees—
they’re “independent contractors.” The company wants this designation
so that they don’t have to pay taxes and other benefits to drivers. This
also means that drivers undergo less training, have less insurance, and
do not go through as thorough a background check.
One recent tragedy involving ride hailing is the story of a girl using
Lyft: A 13-year-old Florida girl riding Lyft alone in the middle of the
night was killed when her 17-year-old driver drove off a wet highway
into some trees. The 17-year-old driver only had a learner’s permit
and was using his mother’s Lyft account to make money.
There have also been a number of stories regarding assaults by ride
hailing drivers on their passengers. While this happens in taxis as well, it
seems to be a more common problem with ride hailing services. This is
because the background check done on ride hailing drivers is more
limited than the ones done by taxi companies.
Additionally, if there is ever an accident involving an injury or death,
there is a much greater chance of legal recourse—action that can be
taken to fix the problem—with a taxi company than ride hailing
companies. Ride hailing drivers are usually able to use their existing
personal auto insurance policy, not a commercial one, so if they get into
an accident, the insurance company may not help.

While ride hailing companies have insurance, they often say that the
driver is responsible for an accident, not themselves. When you request
an Uber ride, you agree to this term: You understand, therefore, that by
using the application and the service, you may be exposed to
transportation that is potentially dangerous, harmful to minors, unsafe,
or otherwise objectionable, and that you use the application and the
service at your own risk.
Uber does offer a service called UberBlack, in which drivers must have
commercial licensing and registration. However, the cost is twice as
much as the cost for a regular Uber, so it is comparable or even higher
than taxi fares.
Until ride hailing companies update their terms and conditions—or
switch the classification of its drivers to employees, instead of
“independent contractors”—taxis are generally safer.

Scroll down to see a safety comparison chart

How do the driving requirements differ between
taxis, Uber, and Lyft?

